




Smashing Expo Success in the ATL Exhibitors 
showcased new technology, applications and 
stunning imaging innovation.

İ OÑ ǾÑŒÞÕPŒ MǾÑ ÒŌÆ MŌŇ POÒŒ ŘÑMǾĀŒ Ĭ ĠHĖ ĜŔŐŎ ĂĖPÕMŌPMÆ 
November 4–6) redefined the meaning of success for 
specialty imaging. Each day, the more than 23,000 registered 
attendees lined up outside the Expo doors hoping to be 
among the first to hit the well-known SGIA red carpet. 
Whether they were walking through exhibitor booths or 
towards a ticketed educational session in the enormous 
GWCC hall B, the conversation was pumped up about the 
newest technology, applications and innovation available on 
the jam-packed show floor.

“[The SGIA Expo] is the ultimate trade show for the type of 
graphics and products that we can create and offer! We had a 
great time and got to see some of our favorite vendors, too.”
—Dali Wall Decals, 2015 Attendee Company
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İ OÑ NÒŊŊÑŒP ŌMÖ ÑŒ ÒŌ POÑ ÒŌŇÞŒPǾŘ OŎŒPÑŇ R ŎǾÕŇR ÒŇÑ ŇÑNÞPŒ 
of new printer lines, the most high-tech inks and never-
before-seen applications. Enormous wide-format printers 
were spitting out soft signage graphics at lightning speed in 
the Digital Textile Zone, while exhibitors at every turn were 
showing off how quickly their machine could finish a 
garment; displaying the most accurate color on a Coca-Cola 
banner; or showcasing the newest technique in dye 
sublimation. But the hum of the machines didn't drown out 
the voices of eager buyers, and business deals were being 
made left and right.

“This is my 17th show, and it's been one of the best. We've 
seen a lot of high-quality contacts come through and even 
s o m e d i r e c t p r o j e c t s . ”
—David Haas, Proell, Inc., 2015 Exhibitor
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İ ÒŃÔÑPÑŇ ÑŇÞŃMPÒŎŌMÕ ŒÑŒŒÒŎŌŒ ÔÒŃÔÑŇ ŎŅŅ NǾÒŊOP MŌŇ ÑMǾÕŘ ŎŌ 
Wednesday, November 4 — the first day of the Expo — where 
attendees filled the chairs to learn about their printing sector 
directly from the experts. The breakout hits were the first-ever 
Dream Teams, which featured panels of printing gurus who 
answered questions directly from the audience. Real printers 
brought realistic situations into the room, where industry 
leaders carefully considered each problem and provided 
insight and perspective about next steps. The Dream Teams 
included Graphic Business, Graphic Production, Garment 
Business, Garment Production and Digital Textile Graphics 
Production.

The Sustainability Zone, Digital Textile Zone and Garment Zone 
on the show floor featured free, no-spin presentations over the 
course of the Expo, where it was standing room only every 
hour, on the hour. Attendees got critical face time with 
community favorites as they listened to common challenges 
(and solutions!) of their imaging sectors, all while exploring 
featured products and machines inside the Zone.
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Finishing at 2015 SGIA Expo.

FŎÖ ŐMŌÒÑŒ ÓŎÒŌ ŅŎǾŃÑŒ ŅŎǾ ŇÑÖ ŎŌŒPǾMPÒŎŌ ŎŅ ŇÒŊÒPMÕ ŒŐŎP Į Ĳ MŌŇ 
personalized embossed foiling.

MGI Digital Technology and AGFA Graphics will be showcasing 
innovative digital print enhancement solutions for creative 
graphic design applications at the annual SGIA Expo this week 
(Agfa Booth #3127). The event will be held at the Georgia 
World Congress Center in Atlanta, GA from November 4–6.
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